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ANENDNENT 2.
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SUPERSEDING

DRUMS , FABRIC,

This amendment forms a

INTERIM AMENDMENT l(ME)

31 July 1985

MILITARY SPECIFICATION

COLLAPSIBLE , LIQUID FUEL, CYLINDRICAL,

500-GALLON CAPACITY

part of MIL-D-23119F, dated 6 May 1985, and is

approved for use within the USA Belvoir Research, Development, a“d

Engineering Center, Department ‘ef the Army
Departments and Agencies of the Department
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2.1.1, under SPECIFICATIONS, FEDERAL, add:

“PPP-B-621 - Boxes, Wood,
. ,.,

Under SPECIFICATIONS, MILITARY add:....>.

“MIL-L-10547 : - Liner’; C*8S,

and is available f& use by all

of Defense.

Nailed and Lock-Corner. ”

and Sheet .- Overwrap, Water

‘Viporproof or Waterproof, ”Flexible. ”
. . ..

,. .,,

* 3.5.2, line 2, delete: “20 mg/100

I 4.6.1.3, delete defect No. 126 and

“126. Box closure and strapping

5.2.1, delete in ita entirety and substitute the following:

I
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ml” and aubs”titute “60 rng/lOO ml”.
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aubatitute the following:

not as specified for. level A and B.”

I
AMSC N/A FSC> 8110

DISTRIBUTION STATRMRNT A. Approved for public release; distribution is

I unlimited.

10f2

I
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MI L-D-23119F

AKENDMENT 2

“5.2.1 Level A. Each complete drum, preserved as specified in 5.1, shall be
individually packed in a close-fitting box conforming” to PPP-B-621 , class 2,

StYle 2 or Z-L/Z, type 3 load. Each box shall be equipped with a caseliner

conforming to MI L-L- L0547, fype IV, grades E or F. hlhen skids and reinforcement

battens are required, the battens shall be placed on the box exterior and the
skids shall be placed on the outside of the box bottom, in alignment with each

side reinforcement batten. Box assembly, closure and strapping shall be ss
specified in the appendix to the box specification except that the strapping

shall be flat, the finish B and that a da’do shall be incorporated into the
bottom face of each skid, full length at the center line, “so that strapping,

normally positioned adjacent to the skids, sh<}l completely encompass the
reinforcement battens and the skids. Alternallvely, when specified (see 6.2),

the shipping container may be a close-fitting box conforming to PPP-B-601,

overseas type, style A or B, with caseliner as specified herein and with the

boxlid secured to the box body with formed spring clips/fasteners and strapping
in lieu of nailing and strapping. ”
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5.2.2, delete in its entirety and substitute. the following:

“5.2.2 Level B. Each complete ‘drum; preserved as specified in 5..1, shall be
packed as -ed in 5.2.1’ for level A except that boxes shall be domestic

type; or ea+ COrfW1.2te drum, preserved as specified in 5i2. 1, shall be packed in
a close- fltt Lng box conforming to PPP-B-640, class 2, style A, B, C, or D.

Strapping’ for level B packing shall be finish A.” ,..
I

6.2, add the following new option:

I “s.. When alternate PPP-B-601, style A or B box with special closure is

required for level A.”
I

The margins of this ~endment are marked with an asterisk to indicate where
changes (additions, ❑edifications, corrections, deletions) from the previous

amendment were’ made. This was done as a convenience only and tbe Government

assumes’ no liability whatsoever. for any inaccuracies in these.notations.

Bidders and contractOre are cautioned to evaluate the requirements of this
document based on the entire content irrespective of the marginal notations and

relationship to the last previous amendment.

Custodians:

I
Army - ME

Preparing activity:

Amy - KS

Navy - 5A

Air Force - 69 Project 8110-0284

Review activities:

Army - AT

DJ.A - GS

User activities:

Army - GL

Navy - MC, YD

Air Force - 99
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